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Engineering, Australian National University, Canberra, 0200, Australia.
We have studied the effect of proximity of ion tracks in amorphous SiO2 on
their chemical etching behaviour. The ion tracks were generated in 2
micrometer thick SiO2 by irradiation with 185 MeV Au ions and subsequent
etching using hydrofluoric acid. Scanning electron microscopy reveals a
decrease in the etched track radius below a distance of adjacent tracks of
approximately 0.2 microns. Long range strain generated during track
formation is a possible explanation for this behaviour.
1.

Introduction
As highly energetic heavy ions pass through a material, they can disturb the structure in
their paths, leaving behind cylindrical damage zones a few nanometres in radius and microns
in length, called ‘ion tracks’. The formation of ion tracks is governed by the interaction of the
ion with the target electrons [1,2]. The swift heavy ions excite large numbers of electrons,
resulting in rapid localised heating facilitated by electron-phonon coupling. The temperature
can far exceed the melting temperature of the material, which can lead to local modifications
in a narrow region of a few nanometres around the ion trajectory. The subsequent rapid
cooling can quench in the modified material forming an ion track.
SiO2 has been chosen because it is both technologically relevant and well documented.
Additionally, fission tracks in quartz and silicate minerals are often used in geochronology
and for dating of archaeological objects. In amorphous SiO2 the density difference between
the track and the unaffected material is of the order of 3%. This small variation, combined
with the amorphous nature of both the track and background material renders direct
observation of the tracks difficult [3].
Often the material in the ion track shows enhanced chemical etching when compared to
undamaged material. This can lead to conical etch pits in the micrometer size range that are
easily imaged using scanning electron microscopy (SEM). In this paper, we have used SEM
to study the effect of proximity on the size of etched ion tracks in amorphous SiO2. The
technique developed in this paper provides another means for the continuing research to
develop a more detailed understanding of ion track properties.
While the work itself is of fundamental nature, it has implications for areas such as
nanofabrication, nuclear physics, geochronology, archaeology, and interplanetary science. In
particular the materials system under investigation (SiO2/Si) is of high relevance for the
semiconductor industry.
2.
2.1

Experiment
Sample preparation
The ion tracks were produced in commercially available 2 µm thick layers of a-SiO2,
thermally grown on Si(100) substrates. The irradiation was performed at the ANU Heavy Ion
Accelerator Facility by irradiation with Au ions at 185 MeV, with a fluence of 1×109
ions/cm2. The irradiation was performed at room temperature with the incident ion at normal
to the sample surface. Subsequently the samples were etched in 5% HF for 5 minutes at room
temperature.
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Thhe etching is acceleraated in the ion track region, which leads to the form
mation of
conical holes centrred around the
t tracks. The unetch
hed tracks have
h
a diam
meter of the order of
ten nanoometres [3] and the etcched diametter is typicallly hundreds of nanome
metres. Thesse etched
holes caan be directlly observed
d by using S
SEM.
2.2

SE
EM analysis
Exxample SEM
M images of
o the etchedd ion trackss are shown in Figure 11. The holess created
by etchiing the traccks appear as
a the dark regions. Figure 1a sho
ows a top vview image,, such as
those ussed in the analysis.
a
Fig
gure 1b shoows a side view,
v
displaaying the coonical naturre of the
holes. Itt is readily apparent th
hat isolated tracks leav
ve approxim
mately equall sized holees, while
adjacennt tracks in close
c
proxim
mity leave sm
maller holees.

Fig. 1. (a) SEM top view
w image of etcched ion track
ks in a-SiO2, (b
b) SEM side vview image

A
Analysis of the
t images was perforrmed using built in fun
nctionality of the open
n source
softwaree package ImageJ [4]]. First thee image waas converteed to a binnary form based
b
on
brightneess threshollds, which are
a set to seelect the daark central spots
s
of thee etched traccks. The
bright rrings arounnd these ho
oles enable reproducib
ble and accurate threshholding. Im
mages in
binary fform lend thhemselves well
w to autom
mated particcle analysiss and particlle counting..
Thhe specific measured sizes
s
of the individual etched track
ks are someewhat depen
ndent on
the threesholding conditions, however,
h
pprovided theey are conssistent, the analysis teechnique
provides a means to comparee the track sizes across many imaages. Addittionally thee etching
conditioons, while uniform
u
across the sam
mple, will allso arbitrarily affect the
he size of th
he etched
tracks.
Thhe automatiic particle analysis
a
retuurns the x-y coordinates of the cenntre of each track, as
well as its area. Thhe holes weere assumedd to be apprroximately circular,
c
alllowing the radius
r
to
be apprroximated from
f
the area. For eacch hole, thee Pythagoreean distancee was foun
nd to the
nearest neighbour.
3.

R
Results and discussion
Fiigure 2 show
ws a plot off the nearestt neighbourr distance ass a functionn of the etch
hed track
radius. Two apprroximately linear
l
regioons are app
parent from Figure 2. In the firstt region,
above a nearest neeighbour disstance of 0..2 µm, the average
a
etcched track rradius is con
nstant at
about 0.08 µm. Att nearest neeighbour traack distancees below 0.2
2 µm, a linnear decreasse of the
etched ttrack radiuss is apparentt, suggestinng that adjaccent tracks separated
s
inn this distan
nce range
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influencce their resppective etch
hing behavioour. Importtantly, this effect occurrs before th
he etched
tracks ooverlap. A possible ex
xplanation ffor this behaaviour can be modificaation of thee etching
rate by strain induuced from trracks in thee vicinity. Ion
I tracks in
i amorphoous SiO2 haave been
describeed as frozenn in pressuree waves whhich producee local strain
n fields in th
the material [5].
Foor etched trrack radii beelow approxximately 0.06 µm therre appears too be anotheer region
of greatter slope inn Figure 2. This is likeely governeed by trackss influencedd by multip
ple close
neighboours, whichh is not taken into acccount in thee single nearest neighb
hbour graph
h. At the
given llow irradiaation fluencce, howeveer, the num
mber of trracks influeenced by multiple
neighboours is smalll and thus not
n significaant in the prresented stattistics.

F
Fig. 2. Etched track radius plotted
p
as a funnction of the nearest
n
neighb
bour distance, and linear leaast
squares fits of the two major regions.

Thhe analysis was perrformed onn images at variouss magnificcations. Att higher
magnifiications the size of the etched traccks can be measured
m
more
m
accurattely, howev
ver fewer
tracks ccan be meassured in eacch image. A
At lower magnification
m
ns we couldd measure far
f more
tracks simultaneouusly, howeveer the pixell size constrrains how accurately
a
thhe track sizze can be
p
size lim
mitations ar
are responsible for as the
t horizonttal lines in the data
measureed. These pixel
points iin Figure 2. The data points from
m both the high and low
l
magniffications ag
gree, and
allow a comprom
mise betweeen the num
mber of meeasurementss, and the accuracy of these
measureements.
Frrom Figuree 2 we are able to obbserve the effects
e
of proximity
p
oof neighbou
uring ion
tracks aat distances far greater than the acttual unetcheed track diaameter of appproximatelly 10 nm
[3]. Thhe specific etching con
nditions choosen are so
omewhat arb
bitrary, andd more experiments
with vaarying etchhing times and irraddiation flueences are currently in progresss. Such
experim
ments will be able to yiield more deetailed info
ormation abo
out the strai
ain generated during
high-ennergy ion irrradiation, and thus a better un
nderstanding
g of the ioon track geeneration
process.
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4.

Conclusions
We have analysed SEM images of etched ion tracks in amorphous SiO2 to study the
effect of their proximity on the etch radius. The tracks were found to influence each other at
distances below 0.2 µm. This is beyond both the actual track diameter as well as the etched
track diameter, which are approximately 10 nm and 1.8 µm, respectively. This indicates that
this influence is unlikely to be a result of the particular etching conditions used, and is likely
the result of strain in the material created by the formation of the track. Extending the
investigations of this project to different implantation and etching conditions, as well as
different materials, will yield more detailed information about the strain generated during
track formation, and ultimately yield a better understanding of the ion track properties.
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